Association: North Eastern
Round: 6
Date: 4th June, 2022
Match between: BBH v BSR
A1
Result: BBH 20 v BSR 54
BSR took the early lead with accurate passing and shooting. Effective zoning and superior touches
allowed them to control from the start. Amelia Duffy for BSR had superb read of play effecting many
turnovers. BBH’s young attacking end shot accurately and held their own amongst a strong BSR
defence. The BBH defenders worked tirelessly and managed many turnovers, but not enough to stop
a well-honed BSR side.
A2
Result: BBH 35 v BSR 45
BSR goalies Lucy Dare and Alicia Thomas worked well throughout four quarters. BBH’s Holly Dale and
Sione Eglinton showed some special moments in goals. BBH’s Danielle McKinnerey gave a solid four
quarters offering drive and passing brilliantly to Holly. BSR provided pressure in the last quarter,
getting a win. It was a close contest for the four quarters.
B1
Result: BBH 41 v BSR 34
A couple of quick turnovers early gave BBH control to start the game. Ellie Kellock’s quick drives
down the court paired with Sione Eglintons’ accurate shooting extended the lead to seven at half
time. BSR made some crucial changes which allowed them to close the gap. Krystal Rains made it
hard for BBH to feed into the ring. In the final quarter, BBH settled to earn a well fought win.
B2
Result: BBH 27 v BSR 62
BSR flying out the blocks and taking control of the gamed with the tight defence from
BSR defenders and sharper shooting from the BSR goalies. BBH was in trouble. In the second half
BBH made some changes which helped them get back into the game, but the damage was already
done. Well fought game by the BBH girls.
C1
Result: BBH 22 v BSR 40
A great game from BSR using all the bench to combine with their senior players. BBH fought hard in
defence with Jessica Cousins getting plenty of touches. BSR’s Erin Wheaton moved well in C and
goals. BBH struggled to pass away from BSR’s floating defenders.
C2
No Game

15U
Result: BBH 25 v BSR 27
BSR came out firing with Jasmine Ross adjusting well to the windy conditions. BBH steadied with
Emilie Stockman rebounding well. It was a great contest between BBH’s Reagan Van Gasteren and
BSR’s Alice Wheaton. A very even contest, but BSR came away with a two goal win.
J1
BBH 29 v BSR 24
BBH came out strong with great leading and accurate shooting. Increased defensive pressure from
BSR in second half created scoring opportunities. Audrey Wadlow forced turnovers for BBH while
Taylor Jones was consistent for BSR in WA and GK. BBH’s ability to remain consistent allowed them
to come home with the win.
J2
No game
J3
An evenly matched competition with great leading by both teams. Sophie Weckert in defence for
BSR intercepted consistently limiting scoring opportunities for BBH. In the centre court Mia
Thompson and Lily Hancock made great space and took advantage of any loose balls. A great effort
by both teams.
J4
BSR came out strong with great shooting by Sophie Adams. Ruby Taylor from BBH continued to read
the ball well for multiple turnovers. The play was competitive at both ends of the court, with great
shooting by Violet Lange for BSR. BBH had some great passing down the court in the third quarter
with Jorja Gebhardt getting BBH on the board! Quick passes through BSR’s attack saw them get
plenty of the ball.
J5 BBH v BSR
A very close game with excellent turnovers for both teams. Ruby Taylor from BBH was great in
defence with multiple turnovers. BSR had great shooting throughout with Ana-Maire McPreson and
Annice Stewart working great in the ring together. A great, even, friendly game.

Match Between Blyth Snowtown v RSMU
A1
Result: Blyth Snowtown 42 v RSMU 45
It was a well contested first quarter with RSMU coming just out on top. RSMU's Sophie Griffith shot
well after adjusting to the pressure of hands over the ball by Maggie Hentschke. Blyth Snowtown's
Leah Edmunds was a strong target at GS, but RSMU made a jump on the Cats taking a lead of nine
during the third quarter. The Cats fought back and reduced the margin to three but ran out of time in
the end.

A2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 33 V RSMU 53
RSMU came out firing in the first quarter with accurate shooting by Rachael McInerney and Zoe Hier
leading RSMU by nine going into the second quarter. Strong mid court pressure by Blyth Snowtown's
mid court kept RSMU on their toes throughout the second quarter. Blyth Snowtown came out strong
in the start of the third quarter with great defensive pressure from Maddie Zweck & Alycia Zweck.
But it was a great game from the RSMU that got them the win by twenty.
B1
Result: Blyth Snowtown 42 v RSMU 38
RSMU took the early lead, but Blyth Snowtown had a good patch to pull it back to be two down at
quarter time. The second quarter went goal for goal, with accurate shooting at both ends. Blyth
Snowtown's Rachel Sanders took many great intercepts to pull the scores level at three quarter time.
RSMU's Kate Parkinson moved the ball well through the centre court, but Blyth Snowtown's
defensive pressure and strong goals saw them run over RSMU for a four goal win.
B2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 46 v RSMU 26:
Rain in the first quarter lead both teams to start with caution and slowed the pace of the game.
RSMU shooters Hayley and Jessica shot accurately, valuing the options they were given amongst the
pressure of Blyth Snowtown's defenders. The second quarter saw a more settled Blyth Snowtown
play harder and stronger to come out nine goals in front. Despite consistent efforts by RSMU's centre
court Chanelle and Kelly-Anne, Nicola Ross continued to feed her fellow goalie beautifully and Blyth
Snowtown continued to break the lead. The fourth quarter saw them fire up and outscore RSMU 16
goals to six to finish Kristin's 250th game for Blyth Snowtown.
C1
Result: Blyth Snowtown 27 v RSMU25
Blyth Snowtown had a new combination of players and after settling into their positions they played
well and took the lead by four at the first break. Lucy Smith shot well for RSMU even though Blyth
Snowtown's defenders Jessica Schmidt and Susie Schramm made it difficult for RSMU to get it into
the ring. RSMU made lots of changes and had a strong second quarter. Blyth Snowtown's centre
Jemma Ashby created great drive through the centre court and fed beautifully into the ring on her
50th senior Cats game. A competitive match between the two sides.
C2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 29v RSMU 32
A real nail-biting game between these two strong sides. RSMU were up by one by the end of the first
quarter and extended this out to an eight goal lead at half time. Maddie Przibilla drove the ball well
down the court for RSMU and fed strongly into Nicole Saunderson and Georgia Eggart. Blyth
Snowtown made changes at half time, which saw them move into the lead by a goal at three quarter
time. Nikki Francis and Ocea Ebsary were strong in defence which was complimented by good leads
and drive by Brianna Jamieson in the mid court. RSMU found great form again in the fourth and took
a well-deserved win in the end by three.

15U
Result: Blyth Snowtown 28 v RSMU 40
A strong start by both teams meant that it was goal for goal in the first quarter. Illness and injury to
one of Blyth Snowtown's defence saw some of Blyth Snowtown's J1's hit the court and hold their
own all game. RSMU came out firing in the second quarter. Strong drives through the midcourt by
Indiana Kimlin and accurate shooting by goalies Penelope Goodfellow and Maddison Przibilla saw
little opportunity for Blyth Snowtown to make turnovers and RSMU were leading by fourteen at half
time. Ocea Ebsary covered the court all game forcing RSMUs goalies to work hard for the ball. Blyth
Snowtown's Ava McCauley came into WA in the last half and opened the Blyth Snowtown's attacking
end with lovely preliminary moves and drives down the court. Blyth Snowtown worked hard to get
the ball back, but RSMU were composed and held onto their early lead eventually winning by 12.
J1
No Game
J2
Result: Blyth Snowtown 1 v RSMU 44
RSMU started very strong with some great intercepts by Elle Richards and Charlotte Mullins. Blyth
Snowtown worked hard to get the ball down the court and started to gain confidence in the third
quarter. Lily Longstaff pushed hard to make herself an option on the centre pass. Hannah King and
Zahara Bernhardt worked well in the ring to defend.
J3
No Game
J4
Blyth Snowtown started well, C Taylee Clifford intercepting all over the court and providing clear
leads to the Cats. In the second quarter Blyth Snowtown made changes and RSMU gained confidence
getting the ball down their end. Centre for RSMU Amelia McInerney worked hard creating
opportunities for RSMU goalies. Great sportsmanship by both teams throughout the whole game,
with junior netball the winner of day!
J5
With only one centre pass in the first quarter, it was well matched line up between Blyth Snowtown
and RSMU. All the girls played well, with a lot of intercepts over the whole court. The ball continued
back and forth with great defensive work by both teams, Blyth Snowtown capitalised on their shots
at goal finishing strong in a fun game of netball.

Match between: Min Man v North Clare
A1
Result: Min Man 48 v North Clare 35
Min Man had a strong start to the game with some excellent shooting by Molly Ross and Makenzie
Schoenberg giving them the lead by seven at quarter time. North Clare’s defender Millie Heinjus
created many turnovers for the Roosters throughout the game, but the Eagles put great pressure on
all the way down the court to give their team the opportunity to capitalise. North Clare fought hard
all game, closing in on the margin on several occasions but in the end, the Eagles were too strong
and worked hard to keep the lead for the entire game.
A2
Result: Min Man 48 v North Clare 39
The first quarter started well with both teams working hard in defence. Half time saw Min Man with
a strong lead. North Clare’s GK Kristen Coles was strong against Kimberley Mitchell and a great
contest by all in the ring. Emmerson Schoenberg from Min Man was defensively strong with great
contested intercepts helping Min Man come away with a win.
B1
Result: Min Man 46 v North Clare 39
A strong start for Min Man taking advantage of defensive turn overs, converting them straight to
goals. Hard fought contest through the middle by both teams, bringing the physicality. Nicole
Blackwell having a strong presence in the goal end. Changes at quarter time saw Mollie Verstegen in
at WA for Min Man and settling the play. North Clare also making moves down their defensive end
putting Maddy Rivas into GD which brought the heat and made the Eagles work for it. Leading by
four at half time, Min Man came out with a stellar third quarter which helped them seal the deal at
40 - 24 at three quarter time. North Clare not giving in too easy with the last quarter being their best
yet to tighten Min Man’s lead, but the Eagles were too strong in the end coming home with the win.
B2
Result: Min Man 35 v North Clare 42
With an even first quarter Min Man stepped it up in the second to be up by seven goals at half time.
North Clare made changes in the break making it difficult for Min Man. North Clare only being down
by two goals going into the last quarter. North Clare had a lot of the play in their attacking end and
finishing it off with good shooting by both goalies. North Clare were too strong in the last as they
capitalised of many turnovers.
C1
Result: Min Man 49 v North Clare 26
After a slow start the Min Man defenders Danielle, Annabel and Abbie worked hard and got several
intercepts to give their goalies opportunities. North Clare made changes at every quarter, but Min
Man continued to increase their lead. An even last quarter with North Clare's goalies Lilli Smith and
Marie Mullighan working well together.
C2
Result: Min Man 21 v North Clare 33
North took an early lead with strong shooting by Sophie Earle. The second quarter saw Min Man
defend well through the centre court. Both teams passed the ball around well, chasing the ball hard
when needed. North took the win by 12 goals.

15U
Result: Min Man 64 v North Clare 22
A great start by Min Man in the first quarter, up 20 to five. North Clare settled in the second quarter,
making use of their turnovers, and transitioning well down court. Changes made at half time by both
teams took a bit to resettle. The fourth was a more even quarter with North Clare’s defensive
pressure down court throwing the Eagles girls off their game but Min Man held onto their lead.
J1
Result: Min Man 22 v North Clare 25
A nice even game between both teams in the first quarter with some strong goals and great passes.
A fast second quarter with lots of long throws and ball play between teams. Great strong passes by
North Clare Centre Mazie Fels. The third quarter saw some good defending at the goals by Min Man
GK Bridie Mitchell and GD Asha Stockman. In the last quarter North Clare’s GA Tegan Klock shot the
winning goals.
J2
Result: Min Man 51 v North Clare 6
Min Man had a strong start in the first quarter with Macy Ackland shooting well in the goals. North
Clare defender, Amy Lang, fought hard in the second quarter to hold back Min Man’s strong
shooting duo but to no avail. Despite a team position swap by Min Man in the third quarter, they
continued to increase the lead to secure a convincing win.
J3
A competitive mid court with lots of strong passes and intercepts by both teams. Sophie Meaney
shot well for North Clare while Billie Cash and Maeve Allen had strong defensive pressure. Lots of
great talking and flow of play down the court. Even play by both teams in the first half. Strong
rebounds by Ellie Weedon & Stella Schwartz for Min Man and Maddison Wood and Zoe Pink for
North Clare. Min Man had great mid court play but North Clare’s mid court players were too
competitive down the court. Great game by all.
J4
For the first quarter North kept the ball up their end, though Min Man’s defence was strong in the
goal ring and brought it back to an even game by half time. The teams were closely matched with
lots of movement up and down the court, a great game to watch.
J5
A tight tussle between both teams kept the play moving from end to end. Good defence from Min
Man against a strong attacking end for North Clare. Allegra Prokopec was strong in defence and Min
Man’s Sophia Duncan and Isla Parker had some great intercepts. Good defence by Ellie Meaney
slowed the Min Man goalies down. A strong fourth quarter by both teams.

Match between: South Clare v Eudunda Robertstown
A1
Result: South Clare 33 v Eudunda Robertstown 44
An even first half of netball from both sides with Meg Rasheed & Hailey Greenhill providing
opportunities for South Clare and Georgia Huppatz and Jess Geister doing the same for the Saints.
The Saints had great mid-field experience with Lisa Ah Chee driving well giving her goalies great
opportunities going forward. A great second half of shooting from the Saints goalies saw them finish
off strongly with an 11 goal win.
A2
Result: South Clare 46 v Eudunda Robertstown 36
South Clare started strong with Ellie Johnson and Hailey Greenhill creating turnovers to see them
score the first three goals, taking the lead to six by the quarter break. Olivia Schiller and Stephanie
Green applied great defensive pressure for the Saints however Katie Woodrow and Bella Rawlings
combined well and South Clare extended their lead. Eudunda Robertstown finished strong taking the
last quarter by a goal though South Clare still claimed the game.
B1
Result: South Clare 32 v Eudunda Robertstown 44
The Saints applied effective pressure all over the court from the get-go allowing them to hold a
steady lead from the beginning. South Clare’s Jess Oakes-Driver and Jess Schutz were strong in
defence. However, Saints continued pressure, particularly by their defensive players Clare Schiller
and Nicole Hardy, and accurate shooting, allowed them to hold onto their lead and win by 12.
B2
Result: South Clare 30 v Eudunda Robertstown 23
The game was tight from the first ball. A very even contest saw great court play by both teams.
Claire Schiller for Saints and Poppy Wilson for South Clare provided both teams with many turn
overs and scoring opportunities. The game was even at three quarter time. In the last quarter, Chloe
Stanway moved to goal attack providing height for rebounds and fresh drive down the court. Poppy
Wilson and Kathy Woodrow provided essential interceptions helping South to come away with a
seven goal win. Well done to Chantel Schutz on her 400th game.
C1
Result: South Clare 35 v Eudunda Robertstown 38
Both teams came out strong knowing it was anyone’s game. South Clare proved to want it more in
the first half with Abbey Davies and Bianca Driver working it into the ring and converting. Saints kept
up their consistence hard work and took away a three goal win.
C2
Result: South Clare 33 v Eudunda Robertstown 11
South Clare started strong with effective pressure from Sarah Rimmer through midcourt and
followed by accurate shooting from both Ivy Samuel and Katelyn Knight all the way through the
second half. Moreover, South Clare’s defence provided the team with plenty of opportunities.
Southern Saints worked hard applying pressure right throughout the game. Southern Saints Fiona
Schiller and Mikayla Ramsey applied effective pressure in the second half, getting the rebounds and
deflections.

15U
Result: South Clare 19 v Eudunda Robertstown 42
Eudunda Robertstown’s full court defence from the start made South Clare have to work hard for
every ball and saw the Saints go into quarter time with a strong lead. Chelsea Nichols and Imogen
Nitschke worked tirelessly in defence against talented goalies Maddi Ah Chee and Makayla Sauer. In
the second half South Clare worked tirelessly to come in front and managed to match Saints for the
last quarter.
J1
Result: South Clare 43 v Eudunda Robertstown 6
South Clare started out strong with tight pressure applied across the entire court. Emma Slattery and
Lexi Edmunds made it difficult for Saints to shoot, not giving them any second chances. Saints Leni
Geister supplied Saints with plenty of options however South were able to convert their
opportunities taking home a strong lead.
J2
Result: South Clare 37 v Eudunda Robertstown 4
Impressive defending from both teams caused a very tight first quarter. Saints GK, Ebony Meyer,
provided her team with strong defence and plenty of opportunities. South Clare were able to match
Saints defensive pressure and with accurate shooting, particularly from Isla Manhood, they
consistently pulled further away each quarter to win the game.
J3
Impressive performance by South Clare with accurate shooting by Jordie McCarthy. Strong defensive
pressure through the midcourt by Nikola Lalic and Elise Wilson provided South Clare with plenty of
scoring opportunities. Claudia Dutschke rebounded well all game with support from Grace Jenke in
defence for the Saints.
J4
No Game
J5
South Clare played a strong game with Zara Lally and Matilda Manhood getting the team off to a
great start in goals and Scarlett McDonnell following through in the second half. Harriet Mosey and
Farrah Launer took some good rebounds for Eudunda Robertstown. A great midcourt battle with
Penelope Reynolds (SC) and Nellie Mepstead (ER), and strong intercepts from Clara Ottens (SC) in
goal defence.

